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Ethnic Identity, Identity Politics
 and the Trouble One Will Have in Constituting an Identity

Liÿana Petranek

“Society, community and family are precisely those species forms in which the actual
person brings her actual content to existence, objectifies herself, and leaves behind the
abstraction of person quand meme.”  

– Karl Marx (with a gender substitution)
Historische Kritische Gesamtausgabe

Rrrinng.
“Hello.”
“Who is this?”
“Well, I don’t know. Well, I mean I’m not really sure.”
“YOU MEAN YOU DON’T KNOW WHO YOU ARE!!!? WELL GET LOST!!!!”
Slammm!

That is where I am ... lost, still lost.
I thought I was Hawaiian. Everyone thinks I’m Hawaiian. But I’m really not sure

of what Hawaiian is. Who am I, really? Am I supposed to have an ethnic or a national
identity? If I have to go to war, I should know whose side I’m supposed to be on, right?

My mother was haole. I, however, certainly don’t look haole. No way. I’m told I
look Hawaiian. But I’m not. My father was pure Hawaiian, but he was my stepfather.
My “real” father, whom I never met, was pure Filipino. My oldest sister is half
Czechoslovakian. Should I rail against the Soviet Union, now Russian Republic, for its
sins of the past? My younger sister is half Hawaiian, perhaps I should shout, “DOWN
WITH US IMPERIALISM AND ITS COLONIAL DESIGNS IN THE PACIFIC!” But some
say I’m not Hawaiian. So should I be fighting that war? I have pure Filipino brothers
and sisters here in Hawaiÿi and in the Philippines. Should I be a soldier in the New
People’s Army or an activist in the United Filipino Council of Hawaiÿi?

Someone said to me (a nationalist, I think), “You’re Filipino. You should go back
to where you came from.” That’s absurd. I never went to the Philippines until I was
twenty-three years old. Actually, I can even say I’m indigenous Hawaiian since I was
born and raised in Hawaiÿi. That is the popular understanding of “indigenous”:
“produced, growing, living or occurring naturally in a particular region or
environment” (Merriam-Webster 1996:592). Then there is the other half of me which is
German, Austrian, Hungarian, and Italian. And some people say I’m not “indigenous”
and certainly not “Hawaiian.”

So what am l?
I guess you could say I’m confused because I’m still trying to figure out the

above as what could be called an “unreason of ideological misrecognition” (Bhabha
1990:304). And of course, I don’t recognize very much in this “narrative ambivalence of
disjunctive times and meanings” (ibid.). But my problems have only just begun. If I
want to designate “a people as one” and locate myself in this cultural identity, I will
most likely be “poised on the brink” of “profound cultural undecidablity” (Fanon 1969,
in Bhabha 1990:304) with a loss of identity – necessarily so, since there is a symbolic
process which must be redefined through which an imaginary culture, community, or
nation will become “a subject of discourse” and “an object of psychic identification”
(Kristeva 1986, in Bhabha 1990:304). Some people call this malaise “splitting subjects”
with “fading signifiers.” If this is true, I could be completely “zoned” out since whatever
identity I choose or am designated with will create these “totalizing boundaries” that I
might have to see some sort of physician to have removed.
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What, pray tell, do the “tribe of interpreters” with their “traveling theory” have
in store for me (Bhabha 1990:293)? Will it be a “contingency” with the “instability of an
order raised to the status of essence” (Lefort 1986 in Bhabha 1990:298)? Will I still have a
moment of “becoming designated” (Poulantzas 1980 in Bhabha 1990:299) by myself?
Do I have to go through those “three moments” that Hegel (1967:22-24) talks about
before this presentation or “representation” of myself is “naturalized” through the
“negativity” of the freedom of the will and posited as a “content” that has traversed the
universality and particularity of space and time, to establish an individuality that my
friends could kindly refer to as an outrageous “concept?”

Identity Phenomenology

“Viewed from the heights of reason, all life looks like some malignant disease and the
world like a madhouse.”

 – Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, Italian Journey, 1786-88 (1989)

“The will’s activity consists in annulling the contradiction between subjectivity and
objectivity and giving its aims an objective instead of subjective character, while at the
same time remaining by itself even in objectivity.”

 – G. W. F. Hegel, Hegel’s Philosophy of Right (1967:32-33)

I thought I really didn’t have much choice or that much of a role in determining
my identity. That, however, was before I explored the role of the “will” in Hegel’s
righteous philosophy (Philosophy of Right; 1967). I like Hegel, regardless of some of his
blind spots. Actually he, Marx, and Lacan are some of my favorite philosophers. I love
them. I also love Bhabha, Foucault, Althusser, Barthes, Kristeva, Spivak ... whom else
can I say I love before getting myself into trouble? Going back to Hegel, his identity
treatment is a bit complicated, and I don’t know if I can make it through the whole
ordeal. A lot of it is oxymoronic. But when you get to the “third moment,” some could
say it is precisely at that moment when jouissance (bliss) is discovered (well, I should say
experienced), and it is like having a philosophical orgasm, if there is such a thing. Wow,
it’s great to know who you really are! That was wonderful!

Ecstasy however, does not come easy. Your third moment may be “true,” but it
must be “thought” speculatively. Your third moment would also be a point in time in
which you wouldn’t want your “Understanding to advance precisely because it would
call this concept “inconceivable” (Hegel 1967:24). That is because the “third moment”
would be a function of the logic of purely Speculative philosophy ... “The innermost
secret of speculation, of infinity as negativity relating itself to itself, this ultimate spring
of all activity, life and consciousness” (ibid.).

Getting there will take you through a journey of thought where you will
experience what Hegel describes as “the freedom of the void.” This “negative” location
is the locus through which all things come into being, the point of death, abolition, and
transcendence, ... “only in destroying something does this negative will possess the
feeling of itself as existent” (1967:22). As unwilling as one may be in actualizing being
into existence (from nothingness), as Hegel describes it, “Actuality leads at once to
some sort of order, to a particularization of organizations and individuals alike” (ibid.),
and it is “precisely out of the annihilation of particularity and objective characterization
that the self-consciousness of this negative freedom proceeds” (ibid.). In this process,
the will as motivator determines itself in what Hegel calls the “first” and “second”
moments. These determinations are constructions of “individuality” or what Hegel
refers to as the self-determination of the ego. “As individuality returning in its
determinacy into itself, it is the process of translating the subjective purpose into
objectivity through the use of its own activity and some external means” (ibid.:24).
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The “first” moment is one of “individuation.” It is one-sided and determinate.
“In the first place, anyone can discover in himself ability to abstract from everything
whatever, and in the same way to determine himself, to posit any content in himself by
his own effort; and similarly the other specific characteristics of the will are exemplified
for him in his own consciousness” (Hegel 1967:21). This moment is not what Hegel
would call the “concept” or what could be referred to as “concrete universality”
(another oxymoron). Since your first moment is an abstraction (from anything and
everything), it is “defective” and “finite”; “[b]eing abstraction from all determinacy, it is
itself not without determinacy; and to be something abstract and one-sided constitutes
its determinacy, its defectiveness, and its finitude” (ibid.:23). In other words, you are not
who you think you are.

The “second” moment is negativity and cancellation. It cancels the abstract
negativity of the first moment (universality) with determination (particularity) by itself
or by something else. It is an “explicit positing” (Hegel 1967:22) of what was implicit in
the first moment ... “particularization reflected into itself” (ibid.:24) as content.

Taken independently, the two above moments are actually “false,” since Hegel
feels they are only moments of the “Understanding.” You are not who you really are
until your will is a “self-mediating activity,” a return into itself – the third moment – a
will “for itself” as opposed to a will “in itself.”1 It is the unity of these two moments
through the self-mediating activity of the will that enables the self-determination of the
ego. This is the process in individuation, what Hegel refers to as “particularity reflected
into itself and so brought back to universality” as “individuality.” “This unity is
individuality [...] the concept itself” (ibid.:23-24).

Lacan (1977:140) has an interesting and amusing formulation of this process
which is somewhat descriptive of the negative dynamics involved in apprehension2:
“This means that the analyst intervenes concretely in the dialectic of analysis by
pretending he is dead, by cadaverizing his position as the Chinese say, either by his
silence when he is the Other with a capital O, or by annulling his own resistance when
he is the other with a small o. In either case, and under the respective effects of the
symbolic and the imaginary, he makes death present.”

Dying to be Somebody

“Nothing seems more obvious than who or what is a people. Peoples have names, familiar
names. They seem to have long histories. Yet any pollster knows that if one poses the
open-ended question ‘what are you?’ to individuals presumably belonging to the same
‘people,’ the responses will be incredibly varied, especially if the matter is not at that
moment in the political limelight.”

– Immanuel Wallerstein, in Balibar and Wallerstein,
Race, Nation, Class (1991:71)

I think I’ve already died too many times trying to reinvent myself. My mother
said to tell everyone I was “cosmopolitan.” But that didn’t go over very well.
“Cosmopolitan? You mean like the magazine?” “Yeah, sure.” My mother also said I
was a renegade and that she was going to report me to the authorities.

Am I suffering from what Bhabha (1990:299) calls “the hermeneutic of
worldliness” (in reference to Said 1983). Or could it be what Bhabha describes (using
Jameson 1986) as “situational consciousness” (ibid.:292)? Some might simply dismiss me
and say that I had a “radical maroonage” (Baker 1987, in Bhabha 1990:296). But then
Freud could probably explain this in complex time as a “repression of cultural
unconsciousness,” which is an “uncertain state of cultural belief” in which the “archaic
emerges in the midst of margins of modernity” and this, he would say, was the result
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of “some psychic ambivalence or intellectual uncertainty” (Freud 1955, in Bhabha
1990:295). I’ve always been uncertain about my identity, still am, so I can expect in
double time to not only be splitting, but to also be “encapsulated in a succession of
historical moments” (Poulantzas 1980:113) which will produce an irreversible history as
I carry out in this abysmal state of affairs, wrapped up in a “movement of
individualization and unification” (Poulantzas 1980:113) and marching along a path that
would parallel with the constitution of a people-nation which I am trying to identify
with.

This ultimate moment of becoming designated in some sort of nation space
(where ideally, “no political ideologies could claim transcendent or metaphysical
authority for themselves” (Bhabha 1990:299)) can only be realized if essence is made
visible (ibid.:302, referencing Althusser 1972), and, I am “alive to the metaphoricity of
the people” (ibid.:293) of my imagined communities. Then of course, those totalizing
boundaries (actual and conceptual) which I earlier spoke of, could be erased with my
counter-narratives that would interrupt “those ideological maneuvers through which
imagined communities are given essential identities,” and I could come back to a place
where “the difference of space returns as the sameness of time” (ibid.:300). That may all
be possible, providing I don’t have an “interrupted address” or don’t become
historically disoriented, or worse, suffer from the ideological effects of historicism.

Perhaps all of that would be better than being historically irrelevant. However, I
am reluctant to go there, especially when my “being designated” is dependent upon “a
kind of social ellipsis” (Williams 1980, referenced in Bhabha 1990:299) whose
transforming power actually rests upon me being historically displaced. I’ve had too
many interrupted addresses, too many disjunctive temporalities, and far too many
ambivalent boundaries while occupying the margins of my also ambivalent
temporality.

This cultural, social, and political instability could, of course, be attributed to my
dear mother. She kept making these incessant “escape from the madding crowd”
moves when I was younger – from Kaÿaÿawa to Molokaÿi, to Kaÿaÿawa again, then to
Hilo, and then, ironically, to Waikïkï. I am just joking. This disjunctive behavior on her
part was all very understandable if you consider that she herself was an exile from the
Big Apple who came to Hawaiÿi to be the Hawaiian she fell in love with on the Hawaii
Calls radio broadcasts that summoned her from the mainland. I guess you could say
that I “became” where I was and that left me with that “profound cultural
undecidability” blues and no location to really call “home,” since I was always being
relocated.

How long do you have to live somewhere before you can say you are from
there? How little haole do you have to be to say you are not haole? How much Filipino
do you need to be a Filipino? Do you need Hawaiian to be a Hawaiian? What is a
Hawaiian?

Deconstructing Identity

“The Other is, therefore, the Locus in which is constituted the I.”
– Jacques Lacan, Ecrits (1977:141)

Is there a metaphysics of presence that I haven’t come to grips with yet, or am I
supposed to piece together a content from the fragments of material existence and the
biology of race? Is there a biology of race?3 What is ethnicity?4 Am I supposed to define
it as genealogical make-up, or is it culture?5

I cannot say that being Filipino and haole actually constituted my identity. I
never thought of myself as “Filipino” or “haole” when I was experiencing a mostly
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“Hawaiian” culture. Also, I may or may not have experienced Hegel’s three moments
at one time or another, but probably mostly the first two since my Understanding
seems to interfere with the freedom of the void. I tried getting past this identity noise in
my Kundalini yoga classes but even om namo guru dev namo couldn’t take me to a place
where I could be “thought” speculatively, although I felt a lot better afterwards. So
perhaps I should explore some other technologies to interrogate the self. Hmmm,
perhaps Foucault’s genealogical practices and some other members from the
poststructuralist tribe of interpreters could provide some answers.

Genealogy (as a form of theoretical analysis), informs us that intelligence is a
human “practice,” that there is no reification of the “self” or such a thing as an
“authentic” model of identity. You have no stable subjectivity. You are totally
imprinted. If you want to find out who you are and “produce” some sort of meaning to
your life, you have to be situated in a particular time and place to receive meaning
since, as Foucault puts it, “the discursive field is, at a specific moment, the law”
(Foucault 1991:63).6

As a “subject,” you are a recipient of social meaning. What is outside your self is
the greater whole that conditions and interacts to make your being coherent and
sometimes incoherent but mostly opaque. Society can be described as the domain of
practice, the spatiality in which you, the “center”-inclined subject, objectifies your
de-centered self. But beware, in deconstructing yourself you have to be cognizant of the
unstable nature of signification (that’s a transitory identity marker), the subject is “split”
and always in process, there are discursive boundaries that set the limits to who you are
in any point in time, you are not “sovereign,” but dependent, not an “absolute origin,”
but a “function ceaselessly modified” (Foucault 1989:61), and you’ll have to trace the
activity of signifiers moving in two layers to get a “momentary fix” on your identity.

Be advised that “there is always a structural distance between theory and the
real” (Poulantzas 1980:22), so interpreting who you are might require another
technique called “distancing” or “defamiliarization” (Tomashevsky), which you may or
may not be able to acquire if you are too subjective. Perhaps you could use your
computer to do a virtual reality scenario and then do some phenomenological feats like
jumping in and out of philosophy so that you could have an identity, but it would be an
identity, alas, with no history. And remember, with no history, you cannot be a
“coherent” subject. If your identity is a structural homology, would the text that is
written into you be a “transindividual mental structure” (Seldon 1989:38) of spatial
practices?

Exploring the Problematic Geography of Identity Markers

“No one can quite articulate the space she herself inhabits. My attempt has been to
describe this relatively ungraspable space in terms of what might be its history. I’m
always uneasy if I’m asked to speak for my space – it’s the thing that seems to be most
problematic, and something that one really only learns from other people.”

– Gayatri Spivak, The Post-Colonial Critic (1990:68)

“Self”-determination should probably be carried out from a location where we
can extend the definition of a geographical point of reference and discuss the physical,
ontological, phenomenological, structural, post-structural, and whatever configurations
of one’s identification. Some people feel that it is advisable or perhaps politically correct
to resurrect and reify your cultural and national configurations. I guess for me,
however, It would be more useful to interrogate what Spivak (1990:72) refers to as “the
ethico-political agenda that creates such a differentiation,” since one could say that the
“construction of peoplehood” (Wallerstein 1991:71-85) is a difficult concept to resolve,
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logically and historically. This is especially so if people cannot agree on what constitutes
this concept of a “nation” or are in disagreement about what processes within an
historical system were the dominant determinants that produced this concept of a
“nation.” I should probably revisit and interpellate my friend Bhabha to see if we can
plot a narrative of identity utilizing his methodology in “DissemiNation.”

Since I really cannot say, “I’m a Filipino,” or “I’m a haole,” or “I’m a Hawaiian,”
it seems that all I really can say that seems to be the “truth” is, “I come from Hawaiÿi.”
Does this make me a “native” of Hawaiÿi and a national of a Hawaiian nation?

According to Bhabha, “nationness”7 is also a “form of social and textual
affiliation.” There is a series of “complex strategies” of “cultural identification and
discursive address” that operates in the name of a people in a nation that make them
the “immanent subjects and objects of a range of social and literary narratives” (Bhabha
1990:292). Bhabha speaks of “disjunctive representation” and the “language of
ambivalence” and makes reference to Althusser’s oxymorons (ibid.:294) where there is
“space without places, time without duration.” He speaks of metaphor, the “landscape
of the inscape” and the “problematic boundaries or modernity” as they are enacted in
the “ambivalent temporalities of the nation space.” He draws upon Goethe, Gellner,
Barrell, Bakhtin, Lefort, Said, Poulantzas, Fanon, Kristeva, Derrida, et. al. Now I find
myself even more uncertain about the truth of my identity and its locality and
especially this concept of a nation after being exposed to the complex variables involved
in its “dissemiNation.” In this “unruly time of national culture” (as Bhabha puts it), the
present is constructed by surmounting “the ghostly time of repetition.” The task of
constructing the burdensome and trivial details of a “national time and space for
identification purposes,” as Goethe painstakingly did in his Italian Journey, 1786-88
(1989) will not bring me home even if I employ mediation, transcendence, and
redemption in double time. I’ll be so busy preparing for the journey that I’ll never get
to the nation in time. So I might as well go back to what I thought was home and start
“unpacking” and “recover” from a journey I never should have gone on in the first
place.

Whose Historical Material Are You?

“A being which does not have its nature outside itself is not a natural being and does
not share in the being of nature. A being which has no object outside itself is not an
objective being. A being which is not itself an object for a third being has no being for its
object i.e. it is not objectively related and its being is not objective [...] A non-objective
being is a non-being. [...] For as soon as there exists objects outside myself, as soon as I
am not alone, I am another, another reality from the object outside me. For this third
object I am thus an other reality than itself, i.e. its object. [...] As soon as I have an
object, this object has me for its object.”

– Karl Marx, Critique of Hegel’s Dialectic (in Bottomore, 1963:207-08)

It would be difficult for me to determine if the codes that are being
“interpellated” above are a structuration that activates my life-time signifiers, the text of
my story, or a revelation of the structure in the text. Am I ready for the objectification
and dismemberment that would allow this critical distancing? This is a serious attempt
to capture a body, a rogue identity in search of an ethnicity and a nation to call my own,
someplace I can call “home.” Is that what I should be looking for? Do I need an
ethnicity to define who I am? Does an ethnic identity express who I really am? Or (this
is a phenomenological trick), does writing about this express who I really am?

Barthes is remembered as saying that when writers express themselves, they are
only drawing upon what is “already written.”8 Should I translate this “already written”
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notion into a culture that is already written, to an ethnicity in a culture that is already
written, to an identity that is already written in a culture that was written by the cultural
police (the very authorities I am trying to circumvent in construing this identity)?

Wallerstein (1991:78) asks a good question: “Why does anyone need an
identity?” I think I need an identity so that I don’t get confused with other people. But it
seems that there is more to it than that. Spivak (1988:105-06) notes that the will to
explain is a “symptom” of a desire to have a self and a world: “These presuppositions
assure our being. [...] On a more specific level, every explanation must secure and
assure a certain kind of being-in-the world, which might as well be called our politics.”

Wallerstein refers to identity as a “past.” It is this “pastness,” this “mode,” or
“tool” or “central element” that persuades us to act in certain ways, that we use against
each other, a socialization of individuals, a maintenance of group solidarity, an
establishment or challenge to social legitimation. “Pastness therefore is preeminently a
moral phenomenon, therefore a political phenomenon, always a contemporary
phenomenon” (Wallerstein 1991:78-79). He also maintains that the content of pastness is
always changing, that the social past is written “in soft clay,” and that races, nations,
and ethnic groups are “inventions of pastness” (ibid.).

I grew up in Kaÿaÿawa. My mother had us dancing hula from the age of seven. In
my teens, I performed professionally as a Polynesian dancer. I play the ukulele and sing
Hawaiian songs. When I was thirteen, we moved to Molokaÿi and lived next to a
Filipino family. That was where I was introduced to Filipino culture. I started eating
Filipino food, going to the chicken fights every Saturday and Sunday, and helping my
“nana” (my adopted Filipino aunty) sell her kankaneng (Filipino mochi rice sweets).

My father was a construction worker. I will never forget the times when he
would wake up at 4:00 in the morning to hitch-hike to work. He worked so hard to
support us. I always loved and respected him for all that he did to keep us going.

My mother was a wise-cracking New Yorker who grew up in the Bronx. She was
sick of the city and the “concrete jungle,” so my aunties in New York said she just up
and left, sold everything and came to this “island paradise” she had read and heard so
much about. Then she moved out to, of all places, Kaÿaÿawa in 1949. That was REAL
isolation at that time. There was only one taxi that covered the whole North Shore. It
left in the morning and came back in the evening. If you missed that and had to get to
town, you had to, as my mother called it, “flag down a car” when it came by.

My father was in and out of work, depending on the weather. We never had
very much and sometimes barely had enough to eat when he was out of work. We
were poor, really poor. The kids in the neighborhood always looked after one another,
so if there wasn’t food at our house, I would eat at someone else’s house. Everyone in
Kaÿaÿawa was more or less in the same boat except for some of the people on the makai
(seaward) side of Kamehameha Highway with whom we never really came in contact. I
really had no “class consciousness” of my social standing at that time. Life was pretty
much the same wherever we went in Hawaiÿi – to Molokaÿi, to Hilo.

When I go back to my roots and try to construct an ethnic or a cultural identity, a
location, a form necessarily based in social and textual affiliation, it seems like my
narrative is intersected with a multi-layering of cultural formations and social processes,
a disjunctive construction with no real representative authority. This probably gives me
an opportunity, or maybe a responsibility, to choose to be who and what I am. But I
approach this with hesitancy, since I have conflicting loyalties and I do not want to
betray my haole mother. And too, my validity could be contested. I could say I am no
authority on the subject. And yet, I am the only authority on the subject. I am, shall we
say, the “object” of representation.

Overdeterminism9 in the Process of Identity
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“The space I occupy might be explained by my history. It is a position into which I have
been written. I am not privileging it, but I do want to use it. I can’t fully construct a
position that is different from the one I am in.”

 – Gayatri Spivak, The Post-Colonial Critic (1990:68)

Perhaps we should now go to Waikïkï to gaze upon the “social-historical
horizon” and visit with the “speaking subject” to sort out or discover this particular
subject as practice and process. My impression is that there is a morphology that
constitutes this body or that exists wherein, in which this body operates as an agent in
search of meaning and an identity. You could say that there are a multitude of
fragments that piece together this identity. There may seem to be no inherent unity to
this puzzle, and yet a picture evolves that shapes what some may call the essential
“truths”10 of my existence.

Structuralist theory explores how meaning is produced in text (the text being my
life story). The rules that we apply in exacting meaning – conventions, patterned from,
equivalences, figurative transformations, etc. – are all methodologies I could employ in
normalizing this life and recuperating meaning. They may or may not have something
to do with the five codes11 that Barthes (1975) developed – hermeneutic, semic,
symbolic, proairetic and cultural – that might have to be “delayed,” “jammed,” or
“equivocated” in my day-by-day (la quotidienne) accounts that are “eye-like windows”
into a world of my own making, interpreter-written and revealing a personality acutely
aware of signification along the way.

Significations like the time when Marion and John Kelly came to my
Oceanography 101 class in the early 1970s with their Save Our Surf slide show that
made me forever aware of the fragile ecosystem and the precious resource that is our
ocean. Significations like the time my mother started screaming when my dad came
home from work, his face covered with tar from a construction accident, his body
injured and hurting. But he got up the next day to go to work, because in those days,
there was no sick leave or workers’ compensation, it was a job he was lucky to have,
and we needed to eat and pay the rent. Signification’s like when my “nana” would take
me to visit her friends at Maunaloa camp, and I noticed how lonely all her compadres
were, with no wives and no children, and all their relatives and family back in the
Philippines whom they could never afford to see; yet these “tatas” were always so
happy to see us, so generous and so kind, silent about a plantation system that had
denied them an important part of their existence.

These significations are the subjective/objective material formations that defined
my reality by contingency.12 It seems to me that they had more to do with defining
who I am than the Czechoslovakian surname I carry or the Filipino, Austrian,
Hungarian, German, and Italian descent from which I supposedly am derived. It was
this overdetermination in the process of becoming, these signifiers translated into
reality, these positivations within a void, those discontinuities marking the spaces of
being and carving out a consciousness shaped by structural limitations and social
inter-relations. It is the history of this human experience in active relationship to a
structure in dominance and those indispensable and precious “others” whom I
coincided with along the way. This is what constituted the elements of individuation I
call Liÿana.13 Here is where I was “self” determined. Here, in Hawaiÿi, my home. This, is
the “politics” of identity.

Notes
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1. The two above “moments” of determination and differentiation are what Hegel
would call a “positive” apprehension by the “Understanding,” a notion of “in itself”
(Fichte and Kant) and the level of philosophical inquiry in which someone like
Schopenhauer (1814) approached this subject. As such, the will was presented as
“naturalized” and as a representation of being: “I have greatly extended the range
of the concept ‘will.’ [...] Will used to be recognized only where it was accompanied
by cognition and where, therefore, a motive determined its expression. But I say
that any movement, shaping, striving, being, that all these are manifestations,
objectivizations, of the will, in that it is the ‘in itself’ of all things, i.e. that which
remains of the world if one disregards the fact that it is our imagination”
(Schopenhauer, quoted in Safranski 1987:205).

Hegel takes this inquiry a step further, into the negative dimension of what he
refers to as the task of “Speculative” philosophy. This intervention employs a “why”
in the analysis and a “how” and “where” in which the relevance of its right is
constructed or perceived. Consequently, with Hegel’s method of analysis, proof of
the nature of the will and its “freedom” can only be established in a chain of
philosophical inquiry that moves from positive (in itself) Understanding to negative
(for itself) Speculation.

2. One could also perceive this conceptualization of the “other” as a “structure and
process of objectivity itself” (Weber 1995:43) where “in the order of the
transcendental genesis of the object” (as Heidegger describes it, in Weber 1995), the
object (other) is the ontological representative of the subject.

3. Most scientists are now saying that races are not distinct biological categories
created by inherited genes. Advances in molecular biology and genetics point out
that race is not so much a product of genes as it is a product of random genetic
mutations and the environment. In one study done by Kenneth Kidd, a Yale
geneticist, it was discovered that more variations on DNA levels occurred within a
single African population than in all non-African peoples. John Moore, an
anthropologist at the University of Florida, also points out that even skin color is the
result of variant genes and that people “can go from black to white, or white to
black in 10,000 years” (Boyd 1996).

4. Wallerstein (1991:78-79) presents another definition of race, nation, and ethnicity. He
describes race as a “genetically continuous” group, a nation as an “historical socio-
political” group, and ethnicity as a “cultural” group. But even these so-called
explanations, he recognizes as “peoplehood constructs,” “inventions of pastness,”
and “contemporary political phenomena.” Note: the scientists referenced above
would obviously disagree with his explanation of “race.”

5. Even what some identity theorists refer to as those “primordial phenomena”
(Marcus 1992:312) we usually associate with certain cultures (rituals, traditions,
kinship systems, etc.) are recognized as ethnographic descriptions and explanations
that “can no longer in and of themselves serve as grounding tropes” (ibid.) in a
transcultural world subject to “global creolization processes” (ibid.:311) and on the
level of the particular, a culture of lived local experience, cross-cutting interests, and
“paradoxical diversity” (ibid.).

6. As mentioned earlier, I love Foucault, and I like a lot of what he says. However, as
with too many poststructuralists, the socio-political/historical context is minimized,
dismissed or ignored in favor of the discursive field where language reigns
preeminently. It would only be fair to say however, that with Foucault as opposed
to many others in this genre, there is a great amount of interest in the social, political
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and historical. This interest is primarily a fascination with its archeology and the
micro-physics of power, rather than an exploration and indictment of inequality and
oppression.

7. “Nationness” and “nationalism” are viewed by Bhabha as two very distinct
phenomena. In discussing nationalism, Bhabha notes that “the language of national
belonging comes laden with atavistic apologues” (Bhabha 1990:293). He references
Gellner’s point (in Bhabha 1990:294) that “the cultural shreds and patches used by
nationalism are often arbitrary historical inventions” and objects to what he refers
to as “the historical certainty and settled nature of that term” (Bhabha 1990:292). In
conjuring the term “nationness” as opposed to “nationalism,” Bhabha attempts to
privilege the ambivalent, disjunctive, and myriad temporalities of a nation space
rather than its rigid and contrived historicity where “imagined communities” are
given “essentialist identities” (ibid.:300). The problem with Bhabha though (although
I still really like him), is that he neglects the tension within the spaces that people
occupy. He is so wrapped up in deconstructing a nation that the dialectics within the
hierarchical and binary structuring of his disseminating nation are overshadowed by
his earnest and elaborate descriptions of temporality.

8. Barthes maintains that when writers express themselves, they are drawing upon the
immense dictionary of language and culture which is “already written.”
“Difference” is not a result of uniqueness, but of textuality, each text referring
differently to what is “already written” (Seldon 1989:80). Ironically, although Barthes
eschews what is believed to be a structuralist interpretation of language, this could
be interpreted as a post-structuralist’s extreme dependency upon structuralism
(language).

Textualism also has an agency component that is unique so the process cannot be
so fixed and one-sided. The “already written” is always being written and rewritten
and that is being determined not only by textuality but also by creativity (agency).
Just as we are social beings, shaped by the fabric of society, our agency within
society has a role in constructing our social being, and our language. Individuality
must also have a role in creating and defining existence (reality), or there would be
no individual perception and expression, no change or development, only the
tyranny of what is already written and the textuality that makes the difference. The
wealth of knowledge, and with it the production of words, theories, and stories, are
a verisimilitude of the participatory and creative role of subject and object
(language/symbolic expression/objectification of subject). Barthes sometimes reads
like a Hegelian, formalized and restructured by a chimerical invention called
language where language is considered to be the “origin,” where one does not exist
“prior” to language.

There seems to be a dialectical duality escaping him. Language is a symbolic
form of objectifying and expressing our being, and it is through language that our
being is objectified. In that sense, you could say that there is no state in which we are
separated from language since we need language (or as Marx expresses it, our
work) to express/objectify ourselves, and in that expression/objectification, teach us
our definition. But I do not think that we should kill the author (creator) and
substitute the object as primary. Who and whose work created language in the first
place? Did it, could it really have existed outside and before the subject as the
“Word?” Get real. Barthes is a really interesting guy, but I must say that this
Idealism is annoying.

9. Overdeterminism is an expression that attempts to describe the complex
multifaceted dynamic of dialectical and historical materialism and, in that process, to
distance and distinguish it from Hegelian dialectics. Although Althusser (1993)
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utilizes this terminology, and it is commonly attributed to him, he states that he is
not “particularly taken” by it. He is simply borrowing it from other disciplines
(linguistics and psychoanalysis) “in the absence of anything better,” to use “both as
an index and as a problem,” since the terminology “enables us to see clearly” the
difference between a Marxist understanding of dialectics and a Hegelian
contradiction which is a complex production of cumulative internalization that is only
apparently an effective overdetermination (1993:101). As Althusser describes it,
overdetermination designates the reflection of its contradiction, its situation, in the
structure in dominance of the complex whole. “It is not just its situation ‘in principle’
(the one it occupies in the hierarchy of instances in relation to the determinant
instance in society, the economy) nor just its situation ‘in fact’ (whether, in the phase
under consideration, it is dominant or subordinant), but the relation of this situation in
fact to this situation in principle, that is, the very relation which makes of this situation
in fact a ‘variation’ of the – ‘invariant’ – structure, in dominance, of the totality” (ibid.:209).

According to Althusser, all that becomes “equivocal” are not products of the
“first-comer among empirical pluralities, at the mercy of circumstance and ‘chance,’
their pure reflection, as the soul of some poet is merely that passing cloud.” It is
quite the contrary. Once contradiction ceases to be univocal (having a fixed meaning
or role), it reveals itself as overdetermined “determined by the structured
complexity that assigns it to its role [...]
complexly-structurally-unevenly-determined” (1993:209).

10. I say “truths” with quotation marks and trepidation, since one has to be very careful
when using such absolutes. Foucault (1989:248), maintains that “truth” is a
“problematical” relationship of self-to-self and that of saying the truth. We would
have to look at how the “experience” of truth was formed in the link between the
relationship to self and others. Foucault believes that it is in this locus you discover
that knowledge and truth are power-related practices. If one is in search of the
“truth,” one should also look at the history of relationships that thought maintains
with what may be perceived to be the “truth,” and one will also discover, in the
words of Edward Said (1989:67), that truth becomes “a function of learned
judgement.”

There are others, Nietzsche for example, who characterizes the “truth” as “a
mobile army of metaphors,” “illusions” or “errors” but there are also people like
Adorno who maintain that “as the reflection of truth, appearances are dialectical; to
reject all appearances is to fall completely under its sway, since truth is abandoned
with the rubble without which it cannot appear” (Jay 1973:181-82).

Dialectical and historical materialism teaches us that the only absolute is the
absolute of change. No one really has a handle on the “truth” if it is in motion and
worse, always being interpreted, especially by so-called figures of authority and
institutions. So if one wants to be a good revolutionary (which should be the only
correct thing to be), one should be mindful of the words of Max Horkheimer, who
points out that “truth” can only be “a moment in correct praxis; he who identifies it
with success leaps over history and becomes an apologist for the dominant reality”
(quoted from Jay 1973:83).

11. Barthes interpretation of texts is somewhat different than what is commonly
referred to as a “structuralist” perception (Seldon 1989:78-79). With Barthes, there is
no one structure in language. He sees our own language operating as a
metalanguage (a second-order discourse) interrogating the object-language (first-
order discourse) and also maintains that our metalanguage could be interrogated as
well by another metalanguage. As readers experiencing/interpreting text, we
activate one or more of the infinite voices of the text. There is a multitude of
fragments (with no inherent unity) that exist within a text that we piece together
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with what Barthes refers to as the grid of “five codes.” The hermeneutic code is the
enigma that arises whenever discourse commences. The semic code is connotation.
The symbolic code has to do with polarities and antithesis. The proairetic code refers
to the basic sequential logic of action and behavior and the cultural code references
the common fund of “knowledge” produced by society (Seldon 1989:80-82).

12.  I am speaking to what could be referenced as an “anti-descriptivist” approach
(Laclau in Zizek 1991:xiii) in determining what constitutes identity beyond the
descriptive features of objective being/reality.

13. Here, I would like to quote George Marcus (1992:326), who has a particular
description of identity I find both appropriate and appealing: “Constructed and
migrating through a grid of sites that constitute fragments rather than a community
of any sort, an identity is a disseminating phenomenon that has a life of its own
beyond the simple literal sense of inhering in particular human agents at a particular
site and time. Its meanings are always deferred in any one text/site to other possible
loci of its production through the diverse range of mental associations and
references with which any human actor can creatively operate, literally through the
contingencies of events, and sometimes through an explicit politics for or against the
establishment of identities in particular places.”
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